We use a mean-adjusted Bayesian VAR model as an out-of-sample forecasting tool to test whether money growth Granger-causes inflation in the euro area. Based on data from 1970 to 2006 and forecasting horizons of up to 12 quarters, there is surprisingly strong evidence that including money improves forecasting accuracy. The results are very robust with regard to alternative treatments of priors and sample periods. That said, there is also reason not to overemphasize the role of money. The predictive power of money growth for inflation is substantially lower in more recent sample periods compared to the 1970s and 1980s. This cautions against using money-based inflation models anchored in very long samples for policy advice.
Introduction
There is an interesting debate on the role of money in monetary policy. While it would seem natural that central banks charged with keeping inflation at bay should be concerned with controlling money growth, Woodford (2003 Woodford ( , 2007a ) makes a strong theoretical argument for focusing on interest rate setting alone.
1 On the other hand, McCallum (2001, p. 4) stresses that "it would be wrong to view [models] without any monetary aggregate… as representing a non-monetary model." Moreover, Nelson (2003) and Gerlach (2004) argue that money contributes theoretically and empirically to our understanding of inflation dynamics and should, thus, remain an integral part of modern monetary policy. The debate has considerable policy implications because of the European Central Bank's (ECB) strong focus on monetary analysis in its policy framework (ECB 2003) .
The case for a cashless economy is based on the current generation of New Keynesian (or Wicksellian) dynamic general equilibrium models, which have become the workhorse of modern monetary economics. In these models, money plays little or no role, being introduced almost as an afterthought to provide a unit of account (Woodford 2003, Galí and Gertler 2007) . In a fully separable money-in-utility framework, households will demand real balances along the lines of a standard money demand function, but monetary developments have no short-run effects on the output gap or inflation. Monetary policy influences the economy through the interest rate and its impact on consumption and investment decisions alone. And while interest rate control presupposes control of the money supply, the central bank will supply money elastically at the set rate. As a consequence, changes in real balances will be independent of aggregate demand. In short, as Woodford (2007a) concludes, in this class of models there is "no compelling reason to assign a prominent role to monetary aggregates in the conduct of monetary policy."
Those arguing in favor of a more prominent role of money stress the lack of generality of the New Keynesian model. For instance, Christiano and Rostagno (2002) and Goodfriend and McCallum (2007) develop extensions of the Wicksellian model 1 See also Galí et al. (2004) .
including a banking sector that suggest a more explicit role of money in the monetary policy process. And Nelson (2002) , Ireland (2004) , and Andrés et al. (2006) all stress that non-separability of money in the utility function of households will introduce a causal link (however large) from monetary aggregates to the output gap and inflation. 2 Finally, money would be a leading indicator variable for central banks if money demand was forward-looking and, thus, leading output and inflation developments. As Andrés et al. (2007) show, this will be the case in the presence of adjustment costs for real balances and/or if money enters the utility function non-separable and consumption is habit-persistent.
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With something to be said for both sides of the argument, there is an increased interest in empirical research-with distinctively mixed results. For instance, Kremer et al. (2003) find evidence for the non-separability of money and consumption in an estimated New Keynesian model for German data, while Ireland (2004) for the US and Andrés et al. (2006) reject the assumption for the euro area. 4 Jones and Stracca (2006, p. 9) , using a non-parametric approach for the euro area, conclude that additive separability seems to hold "most of the time", even though non-separability cannot be rejected for their full sample period. 5 There is, however, some evidence supporting the idea of a forward-looking money demand in the UK, US, and euro area (Andrés et al. 2007 ). Turning to non-structural approaches, Assenmacher-Wesche and Gerlach (2006 Gerlach ( , 2007 , among others, argue that longer-run movements in money growth (appropriately filtered) influence euro area inflation in a Phillips-curve framework. 6 However, the tight correlations between money and inflation found in this strand of the literature usually 2 Money influences inflation through two channels. Non-separability introduces money as an argument into the dynamic AD equation because it enters the consumption Euler equation. For the same reason, money may enter the stochastic discount factor of price-setting firms and, thus, the dynamic AS equation.
McCallum (2000) argues, however, that these effects tend to be small under plausible specifications of the utility function. Similarly, in his discussion of the cashless limiting economy, Woodford (2003) argues that money is required for only a small fraction of transactions and these effects can be neglected in the limit. 3 Orphanides (2003) , among others, argues that money could also be relevant for informational reasons, for instance, if monetary developments reflect unobservable output movements. However, since any impact money may have on inflation would be through the interest rate reaction of the central bank, there may be less room for an independent empirical relation between money and inflation in this case. 4 While all three papers use a similar methodology, Kremer et al.'s (2003) solution techniques deviates from Ireland (2004) and Andrés et al. (2006) in that it does not force a non-explosive, stable solution, but freely estimates the inflation coefficient in the Taylor rule. 5 The full sample period runs 1991-2005. 6 Their results mirror earlier findings, including for other currency areas, going back to Lucas (1980) . See, for example, Benati (2005) , Gerlach (2003) , Jaeger (2003) , Neumann (2003) , Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) , or Backhus and Kehoe (1992) .
require data smoothing over long periods (OECD 2007) . 7 Finally, de Grauwe and Polan (2005) have raised some doubts concerning the robustness of the long-run relation between money and prices in low inflation environments.
In more than one way, however, the most interesting empirical question may be whether money improves out-of-sample forecasts of inflation other than in the very long run.
From a theoretical perspective, out-of-sample forecasts have been called the "sound and natural approach" to causality testing in a multivariate environment (Ashley et al. 1980 (Ashley et al. , p. 1149 , where more traditional Granger tests are difficult to administer. In addition, out-of sample forecasting is undoubtedly the relevant approach from an applied policy perspective. Central banks are ultimately interested in whether money contributes to their ability to predict inflation at horizons of roughly up to two or three years. And while the within-sample properties of an empirical model will help uncovering, for instance, the various channels through which money may influence inflation, its out-of-sample properties will help monetary policy to predict future inflation.
In this paper, we employ a state-of-the-art forecasting tool to test whether money Granger causes inflation. Using a mean-adjusted Bayesian vector autoregressive (BVAR) approach-which, to our knowledge, has not previously been applied to the problem-we find that money contributes at a relevant scale and robustly to the simulated out-of-sample forecast of euro area inflation. 8 The result is somewhat surprising given the ambivalence of some of the existing empirical findings (as well as the strength of some of the theoretical positions). There is a positive marginal contribution of money both to the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of univariate inflation models and to trivariate models comprising inflation, output, and interest rates.
The results are robust to changes in the sample period and do not depend on particular 7 In addition, Nelson (2002 ), Ireland (2004 ), and Woodford (2007b argue that, from a theoretical point of view, these long-run correlations are well compatible with the implications of the standard New Keynesian model, which, however, rejects a causal or forward-looking role of money growth for output and inflation. 8 No extensive real-time data set is available for the euro area for our sample period. Lacking such a data set, our out-of-sample framework (only) simulates real-time forecasting conditions. This is, however, not likely to matter much since revisions to money growth and inflation-in the cases when they even existtend to be minor; see, for example, Orphanides (2001) . However, not even when output growth is used in models in this paper do we believe that our results are likely to be misleading, since the models that are being compared will have the same kind of "misspecification" with respect to this issue.
assumptions about priors. Finally, we find that the question of whether fourvariate forecasting model or bivariate models (both including money) should be preferred depends on the sample and the time horizon of the inflation forecast.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the empirical literature closest to our own approach. Section 3 elaborates on the principles of establishing Granger causality in an out-of-sample framework. Section 4 discusses the BVAR model as well as our main empirical results, including various robustness checks. Section 5 compares the forecasting performance of the various models in a horserace. Section 6 concludes.
Related literature
Our out-of-sample approach based on BVAR models is most closely related to the literature that explores the links between money and inflation from a causality or forecasting perspective. As to within-sample exercises, for instance, AssenmacherWesche and Gerlach (2006) investigate Granger causality between money and inflation in the euro area at different frequencies. They find that their measure of causality running from money to inflation peaks at frequencies lower than 5 years.
There are a number of recent papers looking at the importance of monetary aggregates in simulated out-of-sample inflation forecasts. For example, Hofmann (2006) There is also some discussion about the appropriate way to model the VARs dominating the recent empirical literature. As, among others, Adolfson et al. (2007) have pointed out, a problem of conventional VARs is over-parameterization. As a rule, a large number of parameters needs to be estimated, which is likely to deteriorate forecasting performance. At the same time, VARs are appealing as their flexibility provide for a good description of the data generating process. One way out of the dilemma is to use BVARs, which shrink parameters using priors, thereby reducing the problem of overparameterization (see, for example, Doan et al. 1984 , Litterman 1986 ). Another problem shared by VAR and (to a lesser degree) BVAR models, especially at longer horizons, is that forecasts sometimes converge at implausible levels. This issue was recently addressed by Villani (2005) , who suggests a BVAR specification which allows an informative prior distribution to be specified for the steady state of the variables in the system. This methodology has been shown to improve forecasts relative to traditional BVARs (see, for example, Adolfson et al. 2007 Adolfson et al. , Österholm 2007 ) and will be used as a forecasting tool in this paper.
Establishing Granger causality
There are two ways to test whether monetary aggregates have a meaningful predictive power for inflation within a VAR or BVAR setup. Within-sample, Granger causality of money growth for inflation in a bivariate framework can be inferred when lags of money growth are found significant in a regression of inflation on its own lags and lags of money growth-for instance, according to a simple F-or Wald-test. If, however, money growth does not add to the explanation of inflation, we would infer Granger non-causality. 1977 -2006 , US 1984 , also without a discussed restriction. 11 See, for example, the discussion in Hamilton (1994) .
money could in the bivariate (B)VAR be used as a criterion for Granger causality (see Appendix 1).
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Out-of-sample causality tests based on forecasting performance may be the more attractive alternative compared to the within-sample approach. While within-sample tests are widely used, out-of-sample tests are closer to Granger's original idea (Ashley et al. 1980 ). In addition, at a practical level, within-sample tests can be difficult to implement in a multivariate framework. Also, from a policy perspective, monetary policy makers are most interested in the ability of money to add to their forecast of inflation. Finally, out-of-sample forecasting performance presents a somewhat higher hurdle for well-parameterized (B)VAR models than within-sample test, which adds some welcome additional prudence to the empirical exercise.
Picking up the earlier bivariate example, out-of-sample Granger causality will be present when the forecasting performance of a univariate (B)AR model of inflation can be improved at different forecasting horizons-for instance, as measured by the root mean squared error (RMSE)-by using a bivariate (B)VAR model with inflation and money. Non-causality is present if the forecasting performance of the bivariate (B)VAR is worse than that of the univariate (B)AR model. In the absence of an applicable statistical test, we will, in addition, discuss the quantitative dimension of the possible contribution of money to inflation forecasting performance. 
Empirical Results
Our empirical application focuses on seasonally adjusted data for quarterly euro area CPI inflation, money growth, real GDP growth, and short-term (three month treasury bill) interest rate spanning the period between 1970Q3 and 2006Q4. Data are shown in Figure 1 . 12 The latter approach seems less popular in the literature, perhaps because standard errors for impulse response functions are reasonably complicated to calculate. See Lütkepohl (1989) for a description of a simple case. 13 The Diebold and Mariano (1995) test is often used to test whether the difference in forecasting performance is statistically significant. However, the test does not take into account the non-linearity and recursiveness of our models and that the forecasting horizon is larger than one (Clark and McCracken 2001, 2005) . There is also the argument that in forecasting, significance tests are of little value in addition to the RMSE criterion (Armstrong 2007 ). Nevertheless, we will, in addition and without further comment, report DM tests as a tentative indicator of statistical significance in the Appendix.
Money growth is computed based on M2. 14 The data have been compiled using the historical time series provided by the ECB, extended, where necessary, using the corresponding series from the Area Wide Model (AWM) database. Both the ECB and the AWM data are available online. 15 To take into account the disinflation during the 1980s, we provide results for the full sample as well as for appropriately selected subsamples. 
is a lag polynomial of order p, t x is an nx1 vector containing the variables of interest, μ is the corresponding vector of time-invariant steady-state values (discussed below), and t η is an nx1 vector of iid error terms fulfilling
. Priors on dynamics are given by a modified Minnesota prior in which the first own lag of variables in first differences has a prior mean of zero whereas it is set to 0.9 for variables in levels. The prior for the covariance matrix is a mainstream diffuse prior. 17 As to the data, for example, in the fourvariate BVAR, we would have Growth rates are computed as quarter-on-quarter logarithmic changes (or first differences) of the original series in levels, and all variables are measured in percent. In all models, the lag length is set to 4 = p .
Univariate and Bivariate Models
We start by comparing the univariate BAR model of inflation with the bivariate BVAR including money growth. That is, we set
in the univariate and
in the bivariate case.
The priors for the steady-state values of inflation and money growth are given in Table   1 as the 95 percent probability interval for a normal distribution and seem fairly uncontroversial. For inflation, the prior is based on the ECB's officially stated inflation target of "below but close to two percent over the medium term" (ECB 2004, p. 51) . For money growth, we combine the inflation target with the assumptions of potential real GDP growth of 2.5 percent and constant velocity, yielding a steady-state value for money growth of roughly 4.5 percent based on the quantity theory. Note that the priors have been converted from quarterly to annual growth, which are slightly more intuitive.
17 See Villani (2005) for details. The out-of-sample forecast exercise is quite straightforward. For the full sample, we estimate both BVAR models-that is, the univariate and bivariate versions of equation (2) As a robustness test, we in addition apply the described forecasting exercise to two subsamples, which allows the models to differentiate between the more inflationary period in the earlier part of the sample and the later low-inflation period. The first subsample starts in 1970Q3 and ends in 1988Q2, halfway into the full sample period; it also corresponds to a point in time when the high inflation numbers of the 1970's and 1980'sand the following disinflation-had been left behind. This generates 53 one-to twelve-stepahead forecasts to evaluate. 19 For the second subsample, the first forecast is generated based on models using data from 1988Q3 to 1993Q2. As our sample ends in 2006Q4, we have a different number of out-of-sample forecasts to evaluate, ranging from 54 for the one-stepahead forecasts to 43 for the twelve-step-ahead forecasts. 20 . Figure 1 Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix 2).
Findings
Third, the univariate model without money and the bivariate model with money compare differently in the early and the late subsample. In particular, the improvement from using the bivariate model appears to have been substantially larger in the first subsample.
The difference in the inflation-impact of money growth across subsamples is also present in within-sample causality tests. 
Extensions and robustness
We conduct a number of sensitivity tests, starting with a less restrictive set of priors for the steady state growth rates on inflation and money growth. Instead of using the model in equation (2) and the assumptions given in Table 1 , we employ the traditional specification. That is, we estimate univariate BAR and bivariate BVAR models of the
where ( )
x and t η all are defined as in equation (2). The difference between this model and the BVAR in equation (2) is that the model in equation (3) is not expressed in deviations from the long-run means. It is therefore difficult to specify an informative prior for δ and we accordingly follow the literature and employ a diffuse prior. Thisin essence-lets the data more freely decide on the steady-state values. The priors on the dynamic coefficients and the covariance matrix are not changed relative to the previous specification.
The results using the model in equation (3), reported in Figure 5 and Tables A3 and A4 in Appendix 2, are fairly similar to our earlier findings. We still find that money makes a positive marginal contribution to forecasting inflation across all subsamples and time horizons. If anything, the DM test statistics indicate that the degree to which the bivariate BVAR including money growth outperforms the univariate BAR model without inflation increase when diffuse priors are used. The effect is especially pronounced in the pre-1988 period. Forecasting horizon (quarters) RMSE (AR-VAR) (in ppt.)
Full sample Pre-1988 Post-1988 Another robustness test is substituting M3 for M2 as our indicator of money growth. It is sometimes argued that M3, the monetary aggregate most prominently featured in the ECB's monetary analysis, may be particularly well-suited to explain inflationary developments in the euro area (for example, Fischer et al. 2006) . As a consequence, we would expect the M3-based bivariate BVAR to do as well as-if not better than-the M2-based BVAR compared to the univariate BAR model without money growth in explaining inflation. Figure 6 and Tables A5 and A6 in Appendix 2 report our results. starting point for the late-sample analysis could be early 1993, after the first ERM crisis.
There is a natural concern about parameter instability or structural breaks, and making the later subsample shorter is one way of addressing this issue. An added advantage of choosing this breakpoint is that, arguably, the countries forming the euro area after 1999 started to act more homogenously along several dimensions as the road to European
Monetary and Economic Union (EMU) opened gradually. Figure 7 and Tables A7 and A8 Forecasting horizon (quarters) RMSE (AR-VAR) (in ppt.) Pre-1993 Post-1993 
Trivariate and fourvariate models
The discussion so far suggests that money has predictive power for inflation in the euro area, but the underlying models are fairly simple. Comparing a univariate inflation-only BAR model with a bivariate BVAR may bias the impact of money upward, for instance, because monetary developments could be reflecting other developments in the economy. In the fully separable money-in-utility framework, preferred by much of modern macroeconomic theory, household real balances demand will be driven by interest rates and output developments. This invites the question, whether money growth will contribute to out-of-sample inflation forecasts once these forces have been taken into account.
To answer this question, we again use the model described in equation (2)-that is, The findings support Granger causality of money growth for inflation even in a richer BVAR framework. The out-of-sample RMSE of the fourvariate models are strictly lower in the full sample as well as in both subsamples, and across all forecasting horizons. 26 In addition, the DM test statistics indicate that the improvement in forecasting performance may be statistically large as well.
That said, the contribution of money to the forecasting performance of the trivariate BVAR including inflation, real GDP growth, and interest rates in the post-1988 period is small. Figure 8 makes it clear that that the absolute improvement from using the fourvariate model is substantially larger in the pre-1988 subsample, in particular at longer horizons. 27 This seems to support the New Keynesian notion that, in a low inflation environment, money growth is, to a large degree, reflecting interest rates and current changes in real GDP (see, for 26 Interestingly, this does not strictly hold for M3. We find that the trivariate model produces RMSEs at least as low as a fourvariate M3-based model. This is in contrast with the results in the bivariate case, where the M3-based model performed well compared to the univariate model as well as to the bivariate M2-based model. A possible explanation is that the portfolio shifts distorting M3 (see Fischer et al. 2006 and ECB 2007) feature more prominently in the fourvariate BVAR once the influence of real GDP growth and interest rates is taken into account. Indeed, using the ECB's M3 measure corrected for portfolio adjustments, the fourvariate model outperforms the trivariate model at least at short horizons in the later subsample. (Additional data from Reynard (2007) ; results available on request.) 27 Given the generally much higher RMSE levels for all models during the pre-1988 period (see Appendix), the visual inspection of Figure 8 can be slightly deceiving. Indeed, the post-1988 contribution of money in percent of the trivariate RMSE for the first four quarters is of the same order of magnitude as pre-1988. However, there is a substantial relative decline at longer horizons.
instance, Woodford 2007b). Still, coming at little or no computational cost, adding money growth to the trivariate BVAR model will decrease the RMSE and improve the inflation forecast.
Horserace
As argued earlier, an advantage of causality tests based on out-of-sample forecasting performance is its considerable appeal to practitioners of monetary policy-which begs the question which model would be most useful for forecasting inflation. To that end, we compute the RMSE for the pre-and post-1988 subsamples for all four model discussed: univariate (inflation) BAR, bivariate (inflation, money growth), trivariate (inflation, output growth, interest rate), and fourvariate (inflation, output growth, interest rate, money growth) BVAR. Figure 9 shows the level of the RMSEs of the four models for our two subsamples.
Detailed results are in Appendix 2 (see Tables A9, A10 , and A11). 28 Among other things, Figure 9 illustrates that the moderation of inflation rates since the 1980s has improved the forecasting performance of all models of inflation considerably, with the maximum RMSE falling from around four percent during the pre-1988 period to below one percent during the post-1988 period. As to the relative performance of the inflation models, as discussed in Section 4, the money-based models dominate the non-monetary models in the pre-1988 subsample as well as (even at a smaller margin) in the post-1988 subsample.
Perhaps the most important result stemming from the exercise is that the choice between the bivariate and fourvariate money-based BVAR models is a matter of the forecasting horizon and the sample under consideration. Clearly, the bivariate outperforms the fourvariate BVAR during the pre-1988 subsample as well as in the full sample (not shown). For the second subsample, however, the fourvariate model produces more precise forecasts and lower RMSEs at the very short (one quarter) and the very long end (9 to 11 quarters). In the intermediate range, the simpler bivariate model maximizes forecasting accuracy. 
Conclusions
There is surprisingly strong evidence that money growth helps forecasting inflation out- While any structural interpretation of time series evidence needs to be handled with care, the result that money Granger-causes inflation, seems to be running across the gist of the current workhorse of modern monetary economics, the New Keynesian model.
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In this class of models, money is often introduced as an afterthought and is endogenous with regard to key variables such as the interest rate set by the central bank and the resulting (given shocks) changes in real GDP and inflation. Therefore, one way to read our results would be that there may be room to consider more general versions of the New Keynesian model that allow for a somewhat more prominent role for money. This could include, but is certainly not restricted to, introducing financial frictions (that is, allowing a causal role for money) or adjustment costs into money demand (that is, making money forward-looking).
That said, there is also reason not to overemphasize the role of money in forecasting inflation. Our results indicate that the predictive power of money growth is substantially lower in more recent sample periods (post-1988 or post-1993) compared to the 1970s and 1980s. Arguably, it is the more recent periods that are most relevant for monetary policy and the ECB. This cautions against money-based inflation models anchored in very long samples.
where ( ) L G and t η are defined as in equation (2) 
To see the implication for impulse responses, write the BVAR in its vector moving average form as
lower triangular. This can be seen by noting that
and, accordingly, that
Appendix 2 Table A1 . Root mean square error of four-quarter ended CPI inflation forecasts (Fig. 2) . A "**" indicates significance at the 5 percent level, and a "*" indicates significance at the 10 percent level using the standard-normal approximation. indicates significance at the 5 percent level, and a "*" indicates significance at the 10 percent level using the standard-normal approximation. indicates significance at the 5 percent level, and a "*" indicates significance at the 10 percent level using the standard-normal approximation. . A "**" indicates significance at the 5 percent level, and a "*" indicates significance at the 10 percent level using the standard-normal approximation. Notes: As discussed in the main text, the DM test is not directly applicable in this case and only indicative of the statistical relevance of the difference in RMSE based on the previous table. A "**" indicates significance at the 5 percent level, and a "*" indicates significance at the 10 percent level using the standard-normal approximation. 
